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[10] in other AQM or AQM-based approaches, such as Index Terms-Parameterization, AQM, RED, Congestion Dynamic-RED (DRED), Stabilized Pqueue (s) = Ro (1) loop transfer function, we have 
From this and (3) it follows
Then we have the following plant transfer function L(jag <1 (6) describing how packet-marking probability dynamically
We again use (4) to obtain affects the queue length.
) Ro )~~~According to Nyquist stability criterion, (6) and (7) 
3. We define another set of parameters to make 'i equation (3) The results are plotted in Fig. 4 . We could observe that the 500 Bytes, so C =15 MVb/s =3750 packets/s, pmax 0. We set the RED parameter, gentle_ as "TURE" to make the Fig. 4 . N2=300, U2=2.66e-6 average queue change smoothly. The current queue length and average queue length are shown in Fig. 3 .
C. Experiment 3 As we can see, the average queue length is oscillating
In this exper-iment, we add another 100 FTP and 50 HTTP around 250, and the current queue length frequently goes flows into the load level. The pma,x and a remain to the same as down to zero. It certainly leads to the under-utilization of the in Experiment 2. bottle-link, and brings considerable jitter to the round trip
The results are plotted in Fig. 5 .
time. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Exeiet hi 'LI1 Fig. 8 .
Based on our proposition, this average queue weight could We observe the system is settled to stable in 80 seconds, which is a longer duration than it was in Experiment 5.
only guarantee a stable RED supporting large N, because if Hoer,tesclain rudthavagqeewie we set N down to 100, from (4), we have system is stable obviously gets smaller, which leads a better system performance while the load level reduces.
[9] M. May, J. Bolot, C. Diot and B. Lyles, "Reasons not to deploy RED", htty://www.1cs.mit.edu/yu,blications/pubs/pdf/MIT-LCS-TM-626 f. 
